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Instrumentation
UV-visible absorption spectra of the proteins and the gold nanoclusters labelled transferrin were
measured using a Lambda 35 scan UV-visible spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Germany) in
transmission mode. Fluorescence scans of the samples were performed on a Tecan infinite M200
instrument using microplates (Tecan, Germany). Lifetime values were measured by time-correlated
single photon counting under magic-angle conditions. Excitation source was a pulsed diode laser (LDHP-C-405, Picoquant, Germany) emitting at 405 nm. The laser was driven by an oscillator module (PDL
808-MC Sepia, Picoquant, Germany) at a repetition rate of 2.5 MHz. Fluorescence was detected in 90°
geometry after spectral filtering (HQ 685-70, AHF Analysentechnik, Germany) by an avalanche
photodiode (SPQM-14, Perkin Elmer, USA). Electronic signals were recorded by a stand-alone TCSPC
module (PicoHarp300, Picoquant, Germany) and the readout was synchronized by software
(SymPhoTime, Picoquant, Germany). The instrument respons e function (IRF) was recorded under
described conditions by replacing the sample with a Ludox solution (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The full
width at half maximum (FWHM) was about 300 ps. Analysis of the data was performed by the software
FluoFit (Picoquant, Germany). For all measurements ²< 1.2 could be obtained by deconvolution fitting
according to biexponential decay. The variation of size of the labelled-proteins was analysed on a
Zetasizer Nano ZS from Malvern. Fluorescence imaging was conducted using LSM Zeiss 510 META
(Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a pulsed infrared laser (Chameleon XR, Coherent, Germany) for excitation.
The nanoclusters were excited at = 514 nm and the fluorescence emission was detected in the range of
  [650-710] nm using a bandpass. The DAPI staining was excited with ex= 720 nm and detected with
a bandpass BP390-465 nm whereas the WGA-fluorescein was excited with ex= 488 nm and a bandpass
BP 500-530 nm. The samples were dialysed with deionized water, freeze-dried, and then characterized
by infrared spectroscopy between 4000 and 400 cm-1 with a resolution of 2 cm-1 on a Tensor 24 FT-IR
spectrometer from Brucker. MALDI-TOF MS (Applied Biosystems 4800 Maldi Tof/Tof) measurements
of Au NCs were performed using - Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) as matrix. The spectrum
was collected in the linear positive mode. XPS investigation was performed in a K-Alpha spectrometer
(ThermoFisher Scientific, East Grinstead, UK) using a microfocused, monochromated Al K X-ray
source (200 µm spot size). The K-Alpha charge compensation system was employed during analysis,
using electrons of 8 eV, and low-energy argon ions to prevent any localized charge build-up. The kinetic
energy of the electrons was measured by a 180° hemispherical energy analyzer operated in the constant
analyzer energy mode (CAE) at 50 eV pass energy for elemental spectra. Data acquisition and
processing using the Thermo Avantage software is described elsewhere [1]. All spectra were referenced
to the C1s peak at 285.0 eV binding energy (C-H) and controlled by means of the well known
photoelectron peaks of Cu, Ag, and Au respectively. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
elemental analysis (EDX) were carried out with a JOEL Model JEM 2010 instrument (JOEL GmbH,
Eching, Germany) operated at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV.
[1] K. L. Parry, A. G. Shard, R. D. Short, R. G. White, J. D. Whittle, A. Wright, Surf. .Interface Anal.,
2006, 38, 1497.

Characterizations

Figure S1. MALDI-TOF MS of Au-apoTf recorded in a linear mode using -cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic
acid (CHCA) as a matrix. Mass spectrum is composed of several groups of peaks with spacing of m/z
197 or multiple of 32 corresponding to the loss of Au or AuS. The maximum intensity is related to the
presence of 22-30 gold atoms.

Figure S2. S 2p XPS spectrum for Au-holoTf. The three S 2p3/2 peaks at 161.9 eV, 164 eV and 167.8
eV are attributed to sulphur bound to gold, unbound and oxidized sulphur respectively. An oxidation of
the sulphur might be a consequence of the damage of thiolate due to the high pH (9) of the solution used
during the synthesis.

Figure S3. TEM micrograph and elemental analysis on transmission microscopy of Au-apoTf
sample.

Figure S4. Size measurements of apoTf and Au-apoTf before and after iron uptake at pH=7.4. There is
no evidence of aggregation for apoTf in the presence of gold nanoclusters labelled to the protein before
or after iron uptake. Samples dispersed in buffers (PBS, HEPES) and in water present the same size
distribution without any aggregation.

Figure S5. Lifetime decay of Au-apoTf sample excited at 405 nm.
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Figure S6. Relative fluorescence of Au-apoTf and Au-Tf (1 mg/mL in PBS pH 7.4) solutions with
and without polyclonal transferrin antibody (1 g/mL) after 20 min incubation time. We observe a high
stability of the fluorescence emission of the gold nanoclusters after targeting the transferrin to the specific
antibody.
ex/ em = 390/695 nm; Gain= 100.
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Figure S7. Images of the aggregation of Tf (a), Au-Tf (b), and apoTf (c) (1 mg/mL in PBS pH 7.4) in
the presence of a polyclonal goat Tf antibody (1 g/mL).

Figure S8. Calibration curve relating the iron content with the absorbance at 562 nm according to the
ferrozin assay.

